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ABSTRACT

Historically, in the event of Islam's arrival in the Malay Archipelago, the ways
of Islam were adapted to the lifestyle of the Malay community. It's part of
modernizing traditional Malay thoughts (akliah) which is influenced by Islamic
values and teachings. One of the manifestations of Islamic influence in the
traditional Malay lifestyle can be identified from the design and
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focusing on the interior space of the house and certain other design
components. In addition, interviews were performed with the owners of the
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three houses that comprised the samples and focus group discussions with
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12 Malay people over 65. The findings indicate that three concepts may be
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related to Islam's characteristics in Sarawak: the concept of occupant social
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INTRODUCTION
The dwelling house is a fundamental institution
that is important for human life and the development
of a prosperous family. Every human being needs a
habitable space that is free from external and
environmental disruptions. (Surah al-Nahl, verses: 8081) [1]. Thus, the home is an integral aspect of the
environment
and
directly
impacts
human
development. Housing is the foundation for the
construction and well-being of human life. It is because
the house is more than a physical space; it serves as
the hub of social interaction and the foundation for the
development of a flourishing community. Islam has
established precise criteria for the provision of highquality residential dwellings. Even, the house becomes
a component of the overall quality of life satisfaction.
In line with the principles of Islam, the
traditional Malay house was designed by our ancestors
to meet their socioeconomic, cultural, and
environmental needs. As a result, the built
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environment in the Malay traditional architecture era
comfortably reacts to the contextual environment and
appropriately serves the social needs of occupants and
surrounding community [2], [3]. The traditional Malay
house has its unique charm, as the construction and
basic elements such as the house, tree, roof, sill,
windows, and staircases are all constructed with
distinct meanings. The house's architecture is
frequently associated with the Malays' creative
inclination and intimate interaction with the
environment [4][5].
The house is a treasure, a sanctuary, and a
place of worship in the world settled for inventory
purposes hereafter for the Malay community, which is
identical to Islam. The house is typically constructed
with a concentration on comfort, safety, and art that
reflect the uniqueness of the Malay community
founded in Islamic culture. Furthermore, the Malay
house structure incorporates components of Islamic
law such as the separation of men’s and women’s
bedroom, the main area with a back and forth [3] [4]

